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October 2019

IMPORTANT DATES:  
• Wednesday, October 9-No School  
• Friday, October 18-No School

REMINDERS:  
• Since the weather is changing, please send a light jacket/sweater with your child to school everyday.  
• Please work with your child on their dressing skills (pulling clothes up and down and zipping and unzipping clothes for bathroom break and putting their jacket/sweater on).  
• Please make sure that your child completes his/her homework each night. DON”T forget to practice SIGHT WORDS and LETTER SOUNDS.  
• Please check your child’s yellow folder daily. Check for important papers, empty the folder out and send it back to school everyday along with the homework journal.

CURRICULUM NOTES

Reading/IB Theme: We will read many books in the classroom that will further our social and emotional learning.

Sight Words:  
my  
the  
go  
to  
and

Letters & Sounds:  
S s  
A a (long & short vowel)  
M m  
D d

Math:  
In Houghton Mifflin's Theme 1 & 2, we will learn to recognize 3-D shapes and numbers from 1 to 10 and will make sets up to 10 using one to one correspondence.

Book for this Theme:  
The Great Shape Hunt by Richard Haynes  
On Our Street by Yanitzia Canetti & Maribel Suarez

PRACTICE:  
Can your child recognize 2-D and 3-D shapes?  
Can your child recognize numbers from 1 to 10 out of order?  
Can your child make sets up to 10 using one to one correspondence?  
Review sight words: my, the, go, to, and

Letter recognition and sounds: S s, M m, A a, D d.

Thank you!  
Mrs. Vachhani & Ms. Maas  
410-887-1318  
svachhani@bcps.org  
tmass@bcps.org